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NON  CONFOR MIST  CHA PE L  NE WS  

Catie Evans from the South Yorkshire Buildings Preservation Trust (SYBPT - www.sybpt.com) 

has a news update on the possible restoration of the Non Conformist Chapel : 

 

“The Project Development team* have finalised an application to the Architectural Heritage 

Fund’s ‘Challenge Fund’ for a capital grant to repair and fit out the Non Conformist chapel. 

 

The process from conception of the proposal has taken 2 years and we are hopeful that the 

significance of the Chapel and the Cemetery will help to win the financial support needed to 

bring this elegant Grade II* listed building back into use. 

 

The plans are to carry out repairs to the building, reinstate windows and replace the doors as 

per the original pair (which we discovered whilst investigating and recording the contents of the 

vaults with the University of Sheffield Archaeology Dept). The Chapel will be heated and lit, with 

modest facilities of toilets and kitchen inserted and disabled access, so everyone has the 

(Continued on page 2) 
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NON  CONFOR MIST  CHA PE L  NE WS  

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL - Please note the membership period is from the 1st January to the 

31st December and costs £8 per person per year – if your membership is renewed from the 1st 

September you will get the following year included. The money we raise from your £8 goes 

towards supporting the work of volunteers in improving the landscape as a safe and enjoyable 

place for people to visit and in supporting the work of the volunteers carrying out burial 

research and helping the public in their family history research. 

opportunity to use the new space. 

 

There is interest from the Magic Lantern Film Club to use the Chapel as their ‘home’, so we have 

factored in a large projection wall suitable for their use and for presentations etc. 

 

We are hoping the Chapel will be added to the venue list for Tramlines, Off the Shelf Literary 

festival and a number of other arts and cultural uses. It will also be available for private hire and 

will enable the Sheffield General Cemetery Trust to start to develop a wider range of activities 

and events for schools, local community and visitors from across the UK. 

 

The on-line survey which has been running for the last 4/5 months has helped us enormously to 

understand how the public would like to see this building used and has identified that its 

position within the Cemetery and the access are not a cause for concern as perhaps we thought 

when we started out. The situation of this building lends itself to quiet reflection and there is 

great pleasure to be derived from its peaceful setting, as such, we have tried to ensure the 

building and its potential end uses are very much in keeping with these much loved 

characteristics. 

 

This is the first stage of a potentially exciting opportunity to protect a significant but neglected 

building, in a park which is well used and much loved by its daily visitors – in the future, we hope 

to provide access and interpretation by opening up the two layers of subterranean vaults and 

give a greater understanding of the ambitious design of the cemetery and its landscape by 

Samuel Worth. 

 

The site and its buildings and monuments have a great story to tell. We will update you in the 

next newsletter on whether we will be able to take the first step towards sharing its history on a 

wider scale.” 

 

For more details on the project, please visit - www.gencem.org/ncc 

 

*the project team consists of Catie Evans and Andrew Whitham from SYBPT, Alex Quant and 

Mike Pye from SGCT with support from Amanda Cosgrove of Sheffield City Council 

(Continued from page 1) 
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LANDSCAPE NEWS - NOVEMBER TO FEBRUARY  
Over the past few months the landscape and litter picking 

teams have continued working hard at making the 

Cemetery site a safe and welcoming place for visitors even 

during the heavy snow.  

 

During November all three regular volunteer groups 

cleared the paths of leaves - the piles created will make 

excellent leaf mould for use later this year.  Invasive ash 

saplings and bramble were cleared from the catacombs to 

prevent damage to the Grade II listed structure. 

 

During December and January Sheffield Conservation 

Volunteers and the Tuesday Group began removing 

invasive saplings and trees from the Non-conformist 

Cemetery to prevent damage to the graves and monuments as part of our yearly “ash bash”. 

The stumps are being treated with grit salt to discourage them from re-growing. The saplings 

and trees will be used in a sustainable way for creating beautifully crafted dead hedges to 

improve the Cemetery’s biodiversity. 

 

The Friday Gardening Group, led by volunteer Kevin Pearce, have been pruning the ornamental 

shrubs and maintaining the path edges in the park and memorial garden. They have also planted 

Primroses in the containers near the Gatehouse in compost and loam produced on site - these 

containers serve to slow down cyclists as they approach the Gatehouse gates. 

 

Sheffield City Council’s Activity Sheffield Ranger Service 

have also been working on site. Rangers have been using 

chainsaws to fell the invasive trees in the fenced off area 

between the Nicholson monument and the cobbled path 

near the grave of Samuel Holberry. The Tuesday Group 

have supported the Rangers by removing the brash and 

logs which will be used to create dead hedges and 

habitats. It is hoped that in the long term this work will 

result in the fenced area once again being opened to the 

public. 

 

We hosted a very popular Christmas wreath making 

event with over 60 adults and children attending. All the 

holly, ivy and hazel hoops were sourced on the Cemetery 

site by the Tuesday Group. The event was supported by 7 

volunteers and I am extremely grateful for their support. 

Michael Steadman 

Landscape Manager 

Janet and June litter picking 

Simon, John & Nigel preparing 

ash for dead hedging 
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TWO BROTHERS 
T. Walter Hall 1862-1953 and Sir Arthur Hall 1866-1951 

 

The plot of the Hall family (W1 85/86) lies by the Cemetery’s main path up to the Anglican 

Chapel. In contrast to the ostentatious Firth monument just below, the Hall plot is marked by a 

plain, low chest tomb. It simply records the names of the family members buried or remem-

bered there. The original couple interred are John Hall, surgeon, 1828-1905, and his wife 

Elizabeth who died in 1920. Their two sons are 

also there: Sir Arthur Hall who died in 1951 

aged 84 and T. Walter Hall who died in 

November 1953, aged 91. Unlike monuments 

to ‘The Great and the Good’ of Sheffield from 

the nineteenth century, the grave stone does 

not outline nor even hint at the contribution 

made to the city by the two brothers. If it did, 

a new, large stone would have been required 

to list all their accomplishments! 

 

They were born into an affluent Sheffield family. Arthur followed his father’s profession and 

went into medicine. He enrolled in Sheffield Medical School in 1883 but left to study in 

Cambridge and then at St Bartholomew’s. He returned to Sheffield to teach at the School in 

1889. Over the next forty years he was to be instrumental in building the School’s reputation 

and transforming its teaching methods. He saw the need to put clinical medicine on a more 

scientific footing and to establish proper 

laboratories for sound scientific research. Links 

with public health services were recognised. He 

promoted a proper systematic method of training 

for physicians. 

 

Arthur Hall was a Professor of Medicine from 

1915 to 1931. There is now a Chair named in his 

honour and in 2012 the University resolved to 

name the newly refurbished Health Sciences 

Library: “The Sir Arthur Hall Health Sciences 

Library”. 

 

Arthur’s older brother, T. Walter, was also 

remembered in 2012. One hundred years before, 

Walter had been one of the founders of The 

Hunter Archaeological Society and became its first 

Chairman. His contribution to the academic and 

cultural life of Sheffield was in a different field to 

that of his brother, but was no less significant. 

 

Arthur 
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T. Walter Hall was privately educated before working as a solicitor 

with Sorby and Percy on George Street. A keen music lover who 

travelled to Bayreuth to meet Wagner, Hall believed that all 

people should have access to music; he promoted the first 

Sheffield Triennial Music Festival in 1896 and later set up a 

concert programme for Victoria Hall. 

 

In 1910 at the age of 48 he retired from the firm of solicitors 

to pursue his own interests in genealogy and local history. 

Using his links with solicitors and landowners, he collected, 

transcribed and catalogued a fine collection of documents 

which laid the foundations for the city’s Local Studies Library. 

He edited five volumes of Sheffield’s Parish Registers (1560-

1719). His translation (from the Latin) and transcription work only 

ceased when failing eyesight in his eighties prevented the close study 

of old manuscripts.  

 

He joined the Public Libraries and Museums Committee and as Chairman of the Books Selection 

Committee in the 1920s built up the stock of the Reference Library. The University conferred on 

him an Honorary M. A. degree in 1922 in recognition of his active support for the developing 

Department of History. 

 

When the Manor Estate was built in the 1920s Hall supplied a list of suggested road names to 

the Highways Committee. The names reflected his research at the time into Eckington which 

explains the existence of a Wulfric Road in both places.  

 

A lover of the outdoors, Hall enjoyed fly-fishing, shooting and hunting. He was aware of the 

encroachment of the city on the countryside and in 1930 he presented to the city the four and a 

half acre strip of land in the Porter Valley from Forge Dam to Carr Bridge in Whiteley Woods. 

 

Walter Hall never married and when he died he left gifts to his servants, to the Jessop Hospital 

and to the City of Sheffield. 

 

The Hunter Archaeological Society actively continues to discover and conserve the region’s 

heritage and has just celebrated its centenary. The Society’s Transactions recorded Hall’s death 

in 1953, the obituary acknowledging his “…labours in the field of document discovery and 

transcription which have so greatly advanced the cause of historical research in Sheffield. To his 

unwearying missionary work… the City Libraries owe their finest gifts of accumulations of 

documents, on which the present resources and prestige of the Department of Local History have 

been built… The gratitude of all who appreciate the beauty of Sheffield’s valleys, and the history 

of the community which was cradled in them, is due to him.” 

by Jo Meredith 

With thanks to Ruth Morgan, Hunter Archaeological Society. 

Portraits courtesy of www.picturesheffield.com  

T. Walter 
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The Gatehouse, 

Cemetery Avenue 

Snowman on the “Open Space” 

John clearing snow 

SNOW  ARRIVES  AT  

THE  GENERAL  CEMETERY  
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As you may already know Sheffield was hit 

by heavy falls of snow during January and 

this had the wonderful effect of turning 

the General Cemetery into an even more 

enchanting and magical place to visit and 

play.  

 

Whilst walking around taking photo-

graphs I noticed families with children 

sliding down a slope ideal for sledging 

from the top of the Cemetery near 

Cemetery Road, right across Sandford 

Walk and into the open space - it was 

great to hear laughter and screams of 

playful terror fill the wintery air! 

 

Several of our volunteers took 

on the hard work of clearing 

snow and spreading grit salt to 

make the paths safe for visitors 

to navigate. 

 

by Alex Quant 

Sandford Walk 

The Anglican Chapel 
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This edition of Undertakings was edited by Alex Quant.  

Contributors were Jo Meredith, Catie Evans, 

Michael Steadman and Alex Quant 

Upcoming Events - February to April 2013 
Building & Architecture Tour - Sunday 17th February - 2pm 

Learn about the many interesting buildings such as the Gatehouse 
lodge and the Non Conformist Chapel on our series of walks led by 
Andrew Whitham of the South Yorkshire Buildings Preservation 
Trust. 

Historical Tour - Sunday 3rd March - 2pm 
Learn about the residents and history of the Cemetery. 

Wives & Relicts - Saturday 9th March - 2pm 
A one hour tour focusing on the lives of some of the Cemetery’s 
women residents. 

Rock Around the Cemetery - Saturday 23rd March - 10.30am 
Discover the various geological features of the Cemetery with 
Peter Kennett. 

Sharrow Lantern Parade 
Sunday 7th (or 14th if rain!) April - 9.30pm 

Parade leaves Mount Pleasant Park at 8pm to arrive at the 
Cemetery’s Montague Street entrance at 9.30pm. 

All our events are free to attend 

and we even provide free refreshments! 

Unless stated otherwise events start at the Cemetery Gatehouse, 

at the end of Cemetery Avenue off Ecclesall Road, S11 8NT. 

Keep up to date with our events at www.gencem.org 

Historical Tour - Sunday 7th April - 2pm 
Learn about the residents and history of the Cemetery. 

The Sheffield General Cemetery Trust  
The Gatehouse, Cemetery Avenue, Sheffield S11 8NT 

 

Telephone - 0114 268 3486 - Email - sgct@gencem.org 
Website - www.gencem.org 

Charity Number - 1103158  


